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Persons with drug refractory TLE have the option of being managed by surgery. They may develop memory
impairment with speciﬁc etiology of mesial temporal sclerosis and anterior temporal lobe resection (ATLR).
The study evaluated the semantic verbal memory outcomes in pre- and post-surgery temporal lobe epilepsy
(TLE) patients using functional MRI and voxel morphometric methods. Twenty consecutive persons with
drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE) and 20 healthy controls were recruited after obtaining the institute ethics
approval. The fMRI scans were performed on a 1.5 T MR Scanner using standardized semantic verbal memory
tasks using a native Hindi paradigm, before and after an anterior temporal lobectomy (in cases). A task-based
functional connectivity (FC) was estimated using a conn toolbox. Data analysis was carried out using the
statistical parametric imaging (SPM12) and CAT12 toolbox. Post-surgery TLE group showed increased robust
FC in the right middle and posterior temporal regions as compared to pre-surgery session. A signiﬁcant
reduction in grey matter volume was observed in the left temporal lobe post-operatively as compared to presurgery and healthy control groups. In the post-surgery TLE group, neuropsychological scores were reduced in
speciﬁc PGI domains such as visuospatial, working memory, and executive functioning. Our results may help
in understanding of memory reorganization in TLE post-operatively.
Keywords. Functional connectivity; memory; temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE); surgery; voxel-based morphometry (VBM)

1. Introduction
Persons with drug refractory TLE are investigated for
possible surgical control of seizures, the most common
substrate being mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS) (Puka
and Smith 2016; Ivanova et al. 2017; Smith et al.
2018). Surgical resections of the temporal lobes may
lead to memory impairment and naming difﬁculties
(Helmstaedter et al. 2004; Sidhu et al. 2013; Parra-Dı́az
and Garcı́a-Casares 2017). Signiﬁcant verbal memory
loss was reported after left anterior temporal lobe
resection (ATLR) in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE)
patients (Sidhu et al. 2015a). Functional MRI (fMRI) is
http://www.ias.ac.in/jbiosci

an established non-invasive tool for the mapping of the
eloquent cortex in drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE). An
agreement of the fMRI lateralization with the gold
standard intracarotid amobarbital test or electrocorticography has been reported (Gaillard et al. 2004;
Janecek et al. 2013; Szaﬂarski et al. 2017). The
memory fMRI paradigms based on encoding of words
(verbal), pictures, recognition of object locations, and
faces evoked subcortical mesial temporal and hippocampal regions in speciﬁc memory recognition and
retrieval components in DRE (Frings et al. 2008;
Powell et al. 2008; Towgood et al. 2015). To avoid the
risk of memory decline following ATLR, we developed
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a semantic verbal memory fMRI task for clinical
evaluation. There is limited evidence to test the combined FC strength and regional volumetric grey matter
(GM) association for the memory function in DRE
(Gaelle et al. 2016). We aimed to investigate the
semantic verbal memory components in pre- and postsurgery TLE patients using fMRI and voxel-based
morphometric (VBM) methods. Our hypothesis were
(a) as compared to healthy controls, persons with left
MTS (pre- and post-surgery) would reveal weak
memory related FC networks in left temporal lobe and
(b) the GM concentration may be altered in left temporal lobe due to the pathology, in TLE.

from the study. Twenty healthy controls (mean age:
27±6.7 years; M/F: 16/4) with no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders were recruited from the
Institute’s employee population. The study was
approved by Institutional Ethics Committee. The
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldﬁeld 1971) was
used to assess handedness of the subjects Neurocognitive evaluation using Post Graduate Institute Memory
Scale (PGIMS), (Pershad and Wig 1994) was administered in all subjects. FMRI using semantic verbal
memory paradigm was performed on each MTS patient
twice (before and six months after surgery) and once on
controls.

2. Methodology

2.1 The memory fMRI task

Twenty consecutive DRE patients with left MTS
(LMTS, mean age: 25.1±5.60 years; seizure onset:
7.65±4.76 years; seizure duration: 17.9±5.2 years;
M/F: 13/7) who were cleared for surgery after a multidisciplinary epilepsy surgery case conference, were
screened (table 1). Follow-up studies were conducted
after 6.61 (± 1.85) months of surgery. All persons
underwent long-term video-electroencephalography
(VEEG), MRI-brain epilepsy protocol, neuropsychological, and psychiatric assessments as part of the
comprehensive pre-surgical evaluation. In some
patients (n=14), single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT; ictal and interictal) and ﬂuorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDGPET) were tested to investigate metabolic state of TLE.
Persons who had cardiac pacemakers or other metallic
implants like permanent dentures, etc., were excluded

The semantic story passage was assessed for the
semantic verbal memory task. This story passage has
been used in the NIMHANS Neuropsychology battery
(Rao et al. 2004), as well as in the PGI memory scale
(Pershad and Wig 1994). The task consists of a short
story with 21 facts in Hindi. The story (recorded by a
native Hindi speaker) was read out to the subject
slowly and clearly, once. Before using fMRI, tasks
were administered in 20 healthy controls (mean age =
35.6 ± 10.94 years, 14 M/6F) for standardization of
the semantic verbal memory protocol. A total of 10
story-based questions were given to the subjects. Our
healthy controls scored 80% (correct) while answering the questions based on story passage. The duration
was 5 s for each question and 5 s for each answer.
From these standardization results, six questions
based on story passage, were chosen for the BOLD
study. The fMRI task was carried out by an auditory
cue using SuperLab software (Cedrus Inc., San Pedro,
CA, USA) and MR compatible auditory interface
system (Nordic Neuro Lab, Norway). After reading
the story passage, 15 min of delayed recall was taken,
and subjects were instructed to reply to six storybased questions during the fMRI scan. The answers
were recorded using an MR-compatible microphone,
Nordic Neuro Lab, Norway.

Table 1. Clinical details of the left temporal lobe epilepsy
patients and healthy controls
LMTS patients
(n=20)
who underwent
surgery
Female/Male
Age
Years of education
Epilepsy duration
(years)
Epilepsy onset (years)
Seizure frequency
(monthly)
No. of AEDs

7/13
27.1 ± 6.4
11.5 ± 3.5
18 ± 5.6
9.1 ± 4.8
10.7 ± 5.6
3.15 ± 0.9

Healthy
controls
(n=20)
5/15
31.7 ± 10
12.05 ± 4

2.2 Laterality index
The laterality index (LI) (Wilke and Lidzba 2007) was
computed to examine the laterality/ dominance of
temporal lobe regions in the healthy controls and TLE,
using previously documented procedure (Chaudhary
et al. 2017).
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2.3 MR acquisition

2.5 Task-based functional connectivity analysis

The study was carried out using 1.5 T MR scanner
(Magnetom Avanto; M/s. Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with an 8-channel head coil. Routine epilepsy
MRI protocol was used to rule out epileptic lesion and
anatomical deﬁcits. For VBM study, three-dimensional
T1-MPR (Magnetization Prepared Rapid Acquisition
Gradient Echo) images were acquired. Single-shot
echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used for the
BOLD studies with parameters: number of slices 29,
slice thickness 4.5 mm, slice gap 0 mm, echo train
length 63, repetition time 2000 ms, echo time 24 ms,
ﬁeld of view: 230 mm, resolution: 64x64 and total
number of measurements 72. The subjects were
instructed to execute the task by using visual and
auditory cues.

Seed to voxel FC correlation was measured using
CONN toolbox (v.17). The data was pre-processed (slice
timing, motion correction, co-registration, segmentation,
normalization and smoothing). Conn uses a noise
reduction method called CompCor, which extracts
principal components from white matter and CSF time
series. The six realignment parameters, the main effect
of the different blocks, and the scrubbing parameters
were also used to remove any possible confounds of
noise. A high pass ﬁlter of .008 Hz was implemented.
Two individual regressors were added to the ﬁrst level
general linear models: ﬁrst, the two speciﬁc ART
parameters that were outliers in global mean signal
intensity and motion, and second, the realignment
parameters. A Fisher Z transformation was applied to
convert our bivariate correlations to a normal distribution. These individual maps were entered in to the second-level analysis, where group level FC network was
explored. Six seed networks (left posterior and anterior
MTG/STG, IFG/MFG, AG and hippocampus) were
chosen to investigate for task-based memory networks in
patients and controls. Group averaged FC was estimated
using main effect analysis. Paired t-test was used for
intergroup comparison between pre and post-surgery
groups and two sample t-test was used for the comparison between control and patient groups (height threshold puncorrected \0.001, cluster threshold p\0.05 (cluster
size, p-FDR corrected, T score [3).

2.4 VBM analysis
The VBM analysis was conducted using the Computational Anatomy Toolbox (CAT12), (Gaser and
Dahnke 2016), that is an extension toolbox of Statistical Parametric Mapping software (Friston et al.
1995), (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK). The T1 images were spatially
registered to the Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) template. Then, the whole brain structural
data were segmented into white matter, gray matter
and cerebrospinal ﬂuid. Bias correction was performed to remove intensity non-uniformities. Segmented images of the gray matter were preserved to
assess the amount of volume changes based on spatial registration, and the modulated images of the
gray matter could reﬂect the tissue volumes for using
VBM analysis. Finally, the normalized gray matter
images were smoothed using a Gaussian ﬁlter (8 mm
full-width half-maximum, FWHM). Three subjects
(2 pre-surgery and 1 post-surgery of MTS group)
showing a T1 with an overall covariance below two
standard deviations were excluded. Images were
smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 8 mm.
For group analysis, paired t-test (pre-surgery and
post-surgery MTS) and two sample t-test (controls
and pre or post-surgery MTS) were used for intergroup comparison of GM volume differences. To
address multiple comparisons, all statistical maps
were assigned thresholds at unc. p \ 0.001 (voxel
level), and the corrected false discovery rate (FDR)
p \ 0.05 at the (cluster size, t score [3). The surviving clusters were reported.

2.6 Pearson’s correlation analysis
The Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient (SPSS version 16)
was used to correlate association in multiple variables
such as age of seizure onset, epilepsy duration, laterality index, seizure frequency and PGI memory scores
in TLE patients. The strong negative and positive
correlation was interpreted in the range of -1 to 1.
3. Results
A total of 20 subjects, all right-handed and had left
MTS, underwent ATLR surgery and 2 pre-and postsurgery fMRI sessions. In present study we tried to
develop a multimodal approach to investigate the
structural and functional memory networks in TLE.
Cognitive evaluation, FC memory networks, GM
concentration, pre-and post-surgery evaluation and
Laterality index results are presented.
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Figure 1. Neuropsychological PGI memory (PR) scores in pre-surgery, post-surgery and healthy controls.

Table 2. Post Graduate Institute Memory Scale (PGIMS) in 20 healthy controls and 20 mesial temporal sclerosis patients
before and after epilepsy surgery

S.
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Cognitive domains

Healthy controls
(Mean±SD; Range;
Median; n=20)

Remote memory
5 (±2.1; 2-6; 4)
(6)
Recent memory (5)
5 (±2.4; 4-5; 5)
Mental Balance (9)
8 (±3.2; 4-9; 8)
Attention and
14 (±3.4; 8-14; 12)
Concentration (16)
Delayed Recall
8 (±3.6; 6-10; 6)
(10)
Immediate Recall
10 (±1.5; 4-12; 9)
(12)
Retention for
5 (±1.4; 4-5; 4)
similar pairs
(5)
12 (±4.2; 6-15; 10)
Retention for
dissimilar pairs (15)
Visual Retention
16 (±4.5; 8-18; 14)
(20)
Recognition (10)
8.5 (±2.5; 6-10; 8)

Pre-op Score (Mean±SD;
Range; Median; n=20)

Post-op Score (Mean±SD;
Range; Median; n=20)

Total PR of
PGIMS

3.9 (±1.3; 1-6; 4)

2.3 (±1.5; 1-6; 4)

4.7 (±0.6; 3-5; 5)
6.8 (±1.2; 3-8; 7)
9.7 (±1.3; 7-12; 10)

4.0 (±1.1; 2-6; 3)
6.1 (±2.1; 3-9; 6.5)
8.1 (±2.0; 6-12; 7)

6.7 (±2.6; 2-10; 6)

6.5 (±2.4; 2-10; 7)

Healthy
control-44
Pre-surgery
-36
Postsurgery 30

8.4 (±1.5; 4-10; 9)

6.9 (±1.8; 4-10; 6.5)

4.4 (±0.5; 4-5; 4)

4.4 (±1.5; 4-10; 9)

8.2 (±3.4; 0-15; 8)

8.2 (±2.8; 2-14; 8)

9.6 (±1.6; 5-13; 10)

6.1 (±3.3; 4-12; 7)

7.1 (±1.5; 5-10; 7)

5.2 (±1.8; 2-8; 5)

3.1 Memory assessment using PGIMS
The PGIMS was administered in 20 MTS person preand post-surgery and 20 controls. This is a standardized

and validated Indian tool for evaluating the cognitive
and memory ability in patients. The subtests of PGIMS
along with its functions, were applied on subjects as
given below.
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Table 3. Comparison of grey matter volume in 20 mesial temporal sclerosis patients before and after epilepsy surgery
(using paired t-test) with 20 healthy controls (using two sample t-test)
Preoperative vs postoperative group
T-Score No. of Voxels
4.0
4.5
3.4

787
1199
61

Coordinates
(x, y, z)

Region

Healthy control vs postoperative group
T-Score No. of Voxels

-46 8 -39
(L) STG 5.9
-22 12 -34 (L) IFG
3.9
-56 -3 -20 (L) MTG 3.3

2757
419
22

Coordinates
(x, y, z)

Region

-51 14 -33 (L) STG
-24 -14 42 (L) Cingulate gyrus
-18 -38 2 (L) Para-hippocampal gyrus

Group differences reported at p\0.001unc. Coordinates are given in MNI space. MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; (L), left;
IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus

Figure 2. Grey matter volume overlaid (estimated using morphometric analysis using CAT12) on T1 template (sagittal,
coronal and axial views) (i) Grey matter (GM) concentration changes in healthy controls and pre-surgery TLE group. (ii)
Resected anterior temporal region portion after ATLR. (iii) GM activation pattern in the pre-surgery TLE group and (iv) the
control group overlaid on grey matter template.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remote and recent memory: ability to remember
personal/historical events of the past.
Mental balance: Temporal sequencing,
Digit span: Attention and concentration, mental
control, working memory
Immediate recall: Short term memory
Delayed recall: verbal working memory
Retention for similar pairs: Simple learning ability

7.
8.
9.

Retention for dissimilar pairs: New learning ability
Visual retention: Visuospatial memory
Recognition: Visual and verbal memory

The scoring with total percentile range (PR) of the
PGIMS was calculated, with range 0 to 20 as a severe
impairment, range 21 to 40 as mild to moderate and
greater than 40 was considered as no impairment of
memory. In TLE (post-surgery as compared to pre-
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surgery), reduced PR was observed in speciﬁc visualretention, attention and concentration, and recognition
domains (ﬁgure 1, table 2). Additionally, we found a
signiﬁcant correlation in between cognitive domain
(recognition, visual, and verbal memory) and clinical
parameters including epilepsy onset (r=0.6, p\0.001)
and epilepsy duration (r=0.7, p\0.001) only in presurgery TLE patients.
3.2 VBM results
We observed differences in regional GM volume
between the three groups (table 3). We found increased
GM volume in left cerebral STG, MTG, and IFG
regions in pre-surgery TLE as compared to post-surgery (ﬁgure 2). Decreased GM volume of anterior and
posterior left temporal lobe sections was seen only in
the post-surgery TLE group due to ATLR. We did not
ﬁnd any signiﬁcant difference on GM volume between
controls and pre-surgery TLE. However, healthy controls revealed increased GM volume in left STG, cingulate and para-hippocampal gyrus relative to the postsurgery group.

3.3 Task-based FC results
The signiﬁcant FC differences in speciﬁc temporal lobe
regions was observed only in post-surgery TLE group
as compared to healthy control. The left hippocampus
(seed) showed increased FC in the left medial prefrontal cortex and anterior MTG regions in healthy
controls. For the post-surgery TLE group, the left
posterior STG and MTG were the only seed showed
signiﬁcant increased inter-hemispheric FC in the right
angular and STG regions. Whereas in the pre-surgery
group, LSTG (seed) revealed increased intra-hemispheric FC in LIFG and anterior MTG regions relative
to the post-surgery (ﬁgure 3 and 4, table 4). We did not
observe signiﬁcant FC at more stringent thresholds
(FWE/FDR at p\0.05) in group analysis. Thus, a liberal threshold (p\0.001, uncorrected) was attempted to
maintain consistency in reporting the FC results.
3.4 Laterality index (LI)
In controls, a left temporal (LIw=0.57) dominance of
laterality for the semantic verbal memory task was
observed. Bilateral lateralization of the temporal region
(LIw = -0.23) was found in the pre-surgery group.

Figure 3. Task-based semantic verbal memory FC networks (using one sample t-test (group-averaged FC revealing main effects)) in (i) healthy controls (ii) pre-surgery (iii)
post-surgery group. A: FC memory networks for left
hippocampus region seed B: FC memory networks for left
posterior STG region seed. C: FC memory networks for left
posterior MTG region seed.

Right temporal region (LIw = -0.76) was dominant in
post-surgery TLE group (ﬁgure 5). A strong positive
correlation (r=0.6, p\0.001) in between epilepsy
duration and LI (for right temporal region) was
observed in post-surgery TLE patients. We did not ﬁnd
signiﬁcant association in other clinical variables (age of
epilepsy onset, seizure frequency and LI) in both preand post-surgery group.
4. Discussion
This study reports an evaluation of semantic verbal
memory function before and after surgery in patients
with drug-resistant TLE. Structural epileptic lesions
may impair the cognitive functions in DRE, leading to
behavioral, psychiatric, and cognitive dysfunctions
(Helmstaedter et al. 2004; Sidhu et al. 2013; Parra-Dı́az
and Garcı́a-Casares 2017). The pre-surgical TLE
evaluation using multimodal imaging (fMRI and
VBM) for cognitive functions is required to preserve
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Figure 4. FC memory networks using combined left hippocampus, pMTG and pSTG region seeds overlayed on canonical
cortical surface in (i): healthy controls (ii) pre-surgery and (iii) post-surgery group (main effects).

eloquent cortex. A few studies have reported memory
outcomes in epilepsy using a combination of fMRI and
VBM methods (Mueller et al. 2006; Gaelle et al.
2016). We aimed to assess the diagnostic accuracy and
predictive value of functional MRI (fMRI) for postsurgical memory outcomes in TLE. The association in
between clinical parameters (age of onset, epilepsy
duration, laterality index, and behavioral outcomes)
were attempted in both TLE (pre- and post-surgery)
group.
We observed memory deﬁcits in persons with TLE in
concurrence with earlier studies (Sidhu et al. 2013;
Parra-Dı́az and Garcı́a-Casares 2017). Persons with left
MTS (post-surgery) had reduced scores in PGI
domains, on visuospatial, working memory and executive functioning components, concurrent with material-speciﬁc memory deﬁcits after ATLR reported in
earlier post-operative studies (Gleissner et al. 2004;
Bonelli et al. 2013; Sidhu et al. 2016). This shows
ATLR including removal of medial structures surrounding anterior temporal lobe, may cause changes in
shape, size, conﬁguration, and functional networks in
the temporal lobe region. In persons with TLE, earlier

age at onset of epilepsy, duration, and seizure frequency signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced both verbal and visual
memory encoding (Sidhu et al. 2015b). Similarly, we
observed signiﬁcant association in between semantic
memory decline and age at onset of epilepsy (r=0.6,
p\0.001) and epilepsy duration (r=0.7, p\0.001) in
TLE patients (pre-surgery). Our LMTS (pre-surgery)
group exhibited reduced GM volume in left hemisphere
as compared to healthy controls, suggesting the effect
of left-hemispheric seizure onset and neuropathological
changes (Keller et al. 2002; Mueller et al. 2006). The
results of VBM analysis revealed major GM changes
post-surgery as compared to pre-surgery and controls,
especially in the left temporal lobe in left MTS cases
(post-surgery) which is due to resection of ATL. We
tested whether these structural abnormalities were
associated with FC abnormalities and assessed the
ability of these measures to explain memory impairments in this population.
We found FC alterations in temporal lobe regions in
TLE persons. Preoperatively, LSTG (seed) revealed
increased intra-hemispheric FC in LIFG and anterior
MTG regions relative to the post-operative TLE group.
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Table 4. ROI-to-ROI connectivity analysis: Functional connectivity analysis was performed using one sample t-test (group
averaged FC results) in controls, pre- and post-surgery groups during the semantic verbal memory task
Groups
Controls

Source seed
Left pSTG

Left hippocampus

Left pMTG

Pre-surgery

Left pSTG

Left hippocampus

Left pMTG

Post-surgery

Left pSTG

Left hippocampus
Left pMTG

Target seed

Peak T-Statistics

p-unc

p-FDR

L med FG
L ant- MTG
L pMTG
L pFG
L AG
L med FG
L pSTG
LpMTG
L ant MTG
L MFG
L IFG
LpSTG
L ant MTG
LFG
LAG
L MFG
L pSTG
RpSTG
R ant MTG
RFG
LAG
L med FG
L pSTG
LITG
L ant MTG
LMFG
LIFG
L pSTG
L ant MTG
L PVC
LFG
R MFG
R pSTG
R MTG
R AG
R PVC
BL MFG
R STG
R PVC
R IFG
L MFG
R FG
R ITG

4.6
4.23
3.16
3.03
3.08
4.52
4.21
3.86
3.84
3.73
3.6
3.56
3.56
3.53
3.4
3.25
3.24
3.99
3.89
3.83
3.72
4.26
3.81
4.8
3.33
4.01
3.83
3.81
3.99
3.87
3.34
3.21
4.04
4.84
3.38
4.19
3.05
4.05
3.25
4.6
3.23
4.16
3.23

0.001
0.0023
0.003
0.007
0.008
0.0011
0.005
0.009
0.0017
0.0018
0.0022
0.0029
0.001
0.001
0.0018
0.003
0.004
0.003
0.005
0.001
0.0018
0
0.001
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.0018
0.006
0.0061
0.0033
0.0043
0.0059
0
0
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.006
0.001

0.0445
0.0445
0.0445
0.0445
0.0449
0.043
0.043
0.038
0.034
0.023
0.032
0.038
0.032
0.043
0.044
0.038
0.034
0.011
0.02
0.043
0.03
0.007
0.032
0.011
0.04
0.033
0.03
0.049
0.049
0.034
0.041
0.0499
0.02
0.02
0.041
0.042
0.032
0.32
0.041
0.02
0.038
0.038
0.036

L, Left; R, Right; corr, corrected; p-unc, p uncorrected; p, posterior; STG, superior temporal gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus;
ant, anterior; PVC, primary visual cortex; FG, fusiform gyrus; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; AG, angular gyrus; med FG, medial
frontal gyrus; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus

Post-operatively, increased FC in similar regions for
memory task was found in the right hemisphere as
compared to pre-surgery group. memory reorganization
may happen both by intra and inter-hemispheric shift in
TLE patients post-surgery (Bonelli et al. 2013; Sidhu
et al. 2016). Strong FC connections in the right hippocampus, STG, and AG after ATLR suggest the

initiation of a compensatory mechanism for memory
formation in persons with LMTS.
Right temporal (LIw = -0.76, right-lateralized)
dominance for the memory task on LI results conﬁrm
the contralateral temporal lobe reorganization. Efﬁcient
contralateral reorganization for verbal memory has
been reported after 12 months in a post-operative
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Figure 5. Lateralization index (LI) bar graphs for left and right temporal region in controls, pre- and post-surgery groups
during semantic verbal memory task.

follow-up study (Sidhu et al. 2016). This change in
cortical representation becoming more right hemispheric may be aided by minimal (nil or very few)
seizures after 6 months of surgery, which may undergo
further reorganisation at a later time. The salient ﬁnding
of the current study is that the clinical factors such as
follow-up duration, disease onset, seizure frequency
may play an important role in memory reorganization

in TLE patients. However, it is difﬁcult to suggest
asymmetries in the re-organization of the mesial temporal lobe (MTL) functions reﬂected by ATLR
procedure.
In summary, we investigated structural and functional networks for semantic verbal memory pre and
post-surgery in persons with left MTS. Post-operatively, decreased volume of GM and FC was observed
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in the left temporal region with reduced visuospatial,
working memory and executive functioning memory
components. Our results imply that memory components were impaired in TLE patients (6 months of postsurgery) as compared to healthy controls, with interhemispheric plasticity aiding in recovery. Longitudinal
studies with 12 or more months of post-surgery followups may help in observing any further memory
recovery/ reorganization.
Our study has some limitations: several other factors
may affect the performance of a subject in memory testing: the frequency of seizures, age at onset of epilepsy,
seizure outcome, the antiepileptic medication(s) of the
patient, all factors were not adjusted for in the statistical
analysis. The sample size of our study (n = 20) is limited
due to less cooperation of the patients during pre- and
post-surgery follow-up, as compared to other fMRI postsurgery memory outcome reports in 46 (Bonelli et al.
2013) and 36 patients with TLE (Sidhu et al. 2016).
According to Button et al., larger sample sizes are required
to increase the power and reliability of neuroimaging
ﬁndings (Button et al. 2013). However, we tested FC in a
homogeneous group (left-sided MTS cases) in comparison to earlier studies (Bonelli et al. 2013; Sidhu et al.
2016). In group analysis, FC could not be observed on
FWE/FDR at p\0.05, which may be attributed to the
strength of the BOLD signals with the use of an 8-channel
coil and 1.5T MR scanner. Thus, a liberal threshold
(p\0.001, uncorrected) was attempted to maintain consistency in reporting the observed FC. We performed a
memory task (Rao et al. 2004) with a smaller number of
measurement (72 seconds) on 1.5 T MR scanner, which
may not be able to detect the absolute BOLD signal.
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